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News of the team
We announce you that officially Yves the LETS of Maine joined us for the French-speaking support.

Attached the list of the people who can connect on the websites which have no User access 1:
 Marie Ullens, Macasel, Belgium, Member of the French-speaking Support
 Mathieu, Fémel, Sel de MER, France, Member of the French-speaking Support
 Myriam Slegten, Le JusteSEL de Mettet, Belgium, Member of the French-speaking Support
 Yves Mourlin, SEL du Maine, France, Member of the French-speaking Support
 Xavier Bogaert, Ci-Ro-SEL, Belgium, Member of the French-speaking Support
 Matthew Slater, our developer
 Tim Anderson, Seldulac, Swiss, President of Community Forge
 Phil Stevens, New Zealand, Server manager

We continue to get organized to supply you always the most complete service by keeping highly-rated  
voluntary and collaborative.
Many questions and questioning already find an answer on the website of the helpdesk
(http://helpdesk.communityforge.net).
Don’t hesitate to consult it regularly and there is a project of reorganization of this site so that it is more  
functional and more "attractive".
We remind you naturally that we are for the sharing of the skills and that you can join us to prosper in  
this adventure.

Clarification on the current work at this moment about the team:
 Test of the v7.26
 Traduction of the v7.26
 Migration in v7
 Daily support
 Revision of our website
 Development to transfer our website in drupal 8 version

News of Community Forge
Community Forge welcomes 50 Banks of Time in New South Wales in Australia.

To do this the team of development created an installation shared for them to be able to integrate cards  
and share the same currency.

The support team is simplifying the donation in euros for the French LETS in order to accept checks. It  
takes a little more time. In the next Newsletter, we will be able to give you the French bank and post  
numbers.

Updated our websites
Since the release of the new version (version 7) 121 websites have moved to this one.
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68 websites remains on the older one, it is not obliged to migrate. However, it has been decided that in  
order  to  get an efficient  and simplified support  we couldn't  anymore provide the use help  for  two 
different softwares.
The migrations all did well, some adjustments have been necessaries to get a perfectly reliable process.
Updates on this version :

 Management and animation of the mutual aid website
 It is now possible to join pictures to the advertisements
 Sending ads and informations to the members is now easier
 It is now possible to send ads and informations to the people of only one locality
 The members locality is clearly displayed on the members list and on their account
 The members informations are better organized…

To  request  your  website  migrations,  please  send  us  an  e-mail  to  this  address: 
Support@communityforge.net
The responsible person for the V7 updates is Matthieu.

For the new BETA version (7.26) the following updates are integrated:
 Configurables blocks by the local admin
 Calendar can be activited for those who don't have it on their website
 New display of offers and demands
 Few bugs are corrected…

Followed on the traductions
Thanks to the desire of the LETS French speakers to see their website more completely translated into 
French, Community forge reorganized its translation system.

This allowed other communities to translate the website in their own language.

Our website is translated and used, besides English and French, in German, Greek, Italian, Polish and 
Spanish.

FAQ
Why this address "info@communityforge.net"?

A SPAM DEFENSE...

At  first,  when we started our news distribution system, the messages were identified as  spam and  
weren't read by the receiver. 

So the programmer tried to avoid the anti-spam programs and found a solution which works when he 
«hides » the message being the address: info@communityforge.net.
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If you members have no idea what community forge represents, it might be relevant to introduce them 
to the team of volunteers that created the program that allows them to share inside your LETS. More  
than 50 volunteers have already started up to 10 000 hours to your service.

We try to provide to the needs of the LETS, and to solve the problems when they come, to answer 
questions...

Privacy Policy 

The software created by Community Forge and the hosting service are provided by  volunteers  who 
considers that the private businesses must not appropriate and use our community's infrastructure.

We promise not to willingly share your datas.

If we don’t offer any legal guarantee, on the other side we give you a total access to all your datas and to 
the source code of our software. In this way you can decide, at any time, to host the website on your  
own or in a partnership with similar interest groups.

Ticket System for support.
A ticket system is working for our communities.
It is a problem management system which is destined to replace the current mailbox in order to do a 
better team job.
The  website  http://helpdesk.communityforge.net/  allows  you  to  post  tickets  to  express  your 
improvement, customization demands and bug detection (yes, the computing without bugs does not still  
exist).
The tickets allow to follow more easily your demands, to be informed about the state of this demand, to  
be able to transmit it to a more specialized person, etc…
How to create a ticket:

 Go on http://helpdesk.communityforge.net/
 Connect with your user name and password (if you do not have one, create it)
 You can now create a ticket or follow your demand tracking
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Classified advertisements
In this part, we list all of our needs or improvement you've send us:

 Who is interested on the melting currency 
 We are looking for someone to do a French video explicating how to use the D7 website and to  

install and configure a new D7 website
 We are looking for testers for the new versions to come
 We are looking for translaters
 We are  looking  for  a  place to  host  an  international  Cforge  gathering,  against  remuneration 

overnight stays for example with the road of the LETS (approximately 15 people).

For more details, contact us at support@communityforge.net

See you soon
Community Forge support team:

Christian from Swiss (Vallée de la Jogne) 

Marie from Belgium (Brabant wallon)

Matthieu from France (Fécamp)

Myriam from Belgium (Namur)

Yves from France (Le Mans)

To contact us http://helpdesk.communityforge.net/
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